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ghat i s  this leaflet about? 7 
I- I 

This leaflet presents a brief analysis of the diversity of specialists and decision-makers who 
worked with the CATlE IPM/AF (NORAD) Regional Program and how their different charac- 
teristics influenced the results of the Program. 

What was the objective of this study? 
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) programmes do not usually consider that there might 
be differences between different specialists or decision-makers, so any effects that these 
differences may have on the Program's work are consequently not considered either. This 
study tries to present the diversity of specialists and decision-makers involved in the 
Program and how this diversity has influenced the changes the Program aimed to bring 
about. Our goal is to draw attention to this diversity and to the need to take it into 
account when designing and evaluating exte 

. - 
work more effective. 

low w a s  the study conducted? 
We visited 15 specialists and 20 decision-makers1 in their organisations, we observed ! 53 
their work environment, and we conducted semi-structured interviews, spending a total e <  

of about half a day with each one. As a resuIt,we found different styles of intervention ' *  I-:: 
and difkrent goals among the specialists, which allowed us to characterize them into 
three groups. We divided the decision-makerson the other hand into two groups, 
according to their styles of administration and their goals with respect to the Program. 

Analysis of our observations and interviews suggests that the specialists had different 
goals according to their different principal work environments. An important element in 
the process of achieving change was the contact between different specialists and organi- 
satbns and the direct contact with problems in the field. Decision-makers, on the other 
hand, had different goals according to their different administrative responsibilities, and in 
some cases had closer contact with farmers than in others. Change was achieved as a 
result of their organisation's partlcipation in regional multi-institutional groups. . 

1 Of the 20 decision-makers we visited and interwewed, 6 were also spacial~sts. That i s  to say 6 people 
were interviewed as speclalists and, at the same time, as dec~sion-makersand only 14 people were 
interwewed as decisron-makers alone 
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--' We divided the specialists according to their principle target group, their style -1 I L . . 
of intervention and their objectives within the Program, into the following groups: . - 

, me tho do^, m r d r  and tmchhing specialists. . , W r y  A - 

- -. 
usually had a career as extensionists, o 

C , were warking in extension as directors or coordinators,and in general had professional 

E - qualifications at BSc (i.e. ingenieria) or MSc level. As a result of their work in extension, , 
methodology specialists tended to focus on development and on applying methodolo- 

not only for training extensionists, but in particular, for training farmers. I 4 
*. 

According to one m ~ o 1 0 g y  specialist: , k~~ 
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Methodology specialists had different perceptions of the other actors in the P&J ram. However, 
their points of view generally revolved around what use these actors made of the 

I 
I methodologies, or how they should benefit from them, 

i The main goal of the methodofogyspecialish within their work in the Program can be summed 
up as l'Ieumingaboutandadaptingmethodologies" which could be used in extension- - 
ists' work and to help improve farmers' adoption of technologies. 
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The specialists which we refer to as researchspecialists tended to work in universities or in non 
governmental organisations (NGOs) which did collaborative research with universities. 
Most of the reswrrhspeciaIists had BSc (i.e. ingenieria) or MSc qua1 ifications, and several of those 
interviewed had a long history of collaborating with the Program. Research was of persona 
interest to this group of specialists - 'kspeialistslikeusneedtobedoingresea~hallthetime"- and they 
defined it as a fundamental aspect of professional improvement (i.e.the process of gaining 
knowledge or prestige) and of resolving field-level problems in order to improve farmers' 
productivity. 

A mmhspecialiit spoke'about the importance of research: 
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of the other actors in the Program revolved around how these 

, . actors conducted their research,or how they benefited from research. 
1 -;a + - - v Re~mhspeci&'had different goals in terms'of their work with the Program:these included 
L- 

- - ,  
accessing resources to do research, developing contacts with other specialists and with 

L 
-. a? - .  

farmers to exchange ideas and experience, doing applied research and learning how to do 
- participative research and how to train extensionists and farmers. Belonging to a research -- 
- group and looking for alternatives to enable farmers to implement IPM a id  t o  diversijr 

their crops was important for this group of specialists. 
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Teaching ~pecialists 
The teaching specidis& that we interviewed had done postgraduate or specialist studies as well 
as having BSc (i.e. ingenieria) or MSc qualifications. They were university professors, and in 
many cases they also did research as a secondary activity,and had been working with the 

agricultural change within the country and in general, and they evinced a strong interest in 
improving their students' education. 

1 Program for several years. For this group of specialists,education was a way of influencing , 

The importance of education for a tmchingspecialist: 
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Twchingqwchlissts viewed other actors in the Program according to how they used or benefit- 
ed from education. 

The tedifigspeciaIisb had different goals, but t hesecan be syntherised by saying that they felt 
their principal role was that of contributing to the formation of professionals with open 
minds. 

Y?'? e i ;  b~pcct ~?3ur  wcr$is E3 ?c,di7 p&$'535ii~nc!s &ti? minds which ara open to &a:~ge. We went rhem to 
bt mar  q n ! ~ : ~  ;$ Ci:: ;.cd2i$ $ q;~~uiture, $:? WUG; then ro CQIV out prcctices w;lich d3 vrof dofi;agc trZe MIJ~IDI- 
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These specialists also wanted to get to know farmers and the reality of their lives, to provide 
feedback to the work of extensionists and to train farmers in ecology and biology. - 



r What changes took place in the specialists' 
styles of intervention? 
The methodology specialists 

The r n e t h 6 d d o g y ~ i ~  went fr im having access to 'Yewno methoddogies" to 
having various options which allowed them to " g r o f t ~ m e t l r o d b ~ o n t p p n e a n o t h e r " ,  

I adapting them to the needs of their organisation. This took place as a result of the free 
I access the specialists had to the regional groups and to CATIE's methodologies, as well as 

those of other organisations. 

The methodology specialists felt that: 

The reremhsperldists told us that the most important aspect of the changes they had expe- l rienced was that of working In regional and cr0.p groups. This gave them access to 
research and field collaborators. Examples of lines of research which were followed up 
include: management of disease curves,setting up experimental plots and coffee berry 
borer management. These lines of research were conducted collaboratively by various 
organisations both in experimental plots belonging to some of the organisations (univer- 
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Teaching specialists 

The teochhgyledoli' emphasised that the most important change that had come out 
of their participation in the Program had been their move away from f'teu&i~g hrn books" 
to teaching based on "examPjes token directly from the fietdff. One of the aspects that had 
contributed most towards the changes mentioned by this group was 
the inter-institutional work in the regional groups. 

. . - .. , , 
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We defined two groups of decision-makers accord~ng to their styles of administration and , 
their goals in terms of the Program: executive decision-makers and politicaldecision-makers. 

I 

Within their organisations,exec~deniion-makers' role was to provide follow-up to 
the technical teams and to ensure the quality of work in the field with 
farmers. This meant that executive deciiion-maken maintained direct contact 
with farmers and extensionists as part of the way in which they 
worked. Several wwden~ion-makers had worked as extensionists 
and were interested in agricultural extension. 

Exec~derisian-makers'views of the different actors involved in the 
Program's work revolved around the characteristics that were, in 
their opinion,necessary in order to improve the work in the field 
For example, one emufive decision-maker described how he decided 
which farmers his organisation would work with in the follow- 
ing way: rtL important $ work wirfi famerleuders because they a ~ t h e  
smartest the most intelligent, they have goodieadership qualities and you ran com- 
municm though them, " 

The main goal of executr'wdeu'sio~-makers can be summed up as 
'training thest&"in their organisations in order to get farmers to 
adopt technologies and improve their standard of living. 
Specifically, exw6'wdwiion-&s were interested in training their 
technical staff, through the widened information networks and networ 
of contacts, through emphasizing how to manage process, by teaching 
them not to use scientific or technical words when talking to fa 
make recommendations based on farmers' results, and finally, 
for farm families. 

The principal aim of executive decision-maken was: I 



Political decision-makers 

The role of Political decision-makers was to represent their organisation to the public, to oversee 
planning, to locate funding for their projects and to sign agreements with other organisa- 
tions. Politicddecjsion-make did not, therefore, always have direct contact with farmers or 

Politicaldecision-makers'view of the other actors in the Program tended to be 
more administrative in nature, and revolved around, for example, the char- 

acteristics of individual actors which made the organisations' work easi- 
er (punctual delivery of reports, accessibility of communities). For 

example, a po/itisaldwiion-maker described how he ~dentified which 
farmers his organisation would work with, in the following way: 

"We choose groups acrording to the pmduGiofi potentiolin the area and according to 
how accessible they ore. " 

The politicoldecnion-maken' goa Is can be summed up as "geffing their 
orgu~isotio~ Merknown" regionally and at national level, as we1 l as 
raising their degree of influence and their representation with 
similar organisations. They were also interested in publicising 
their experiments and results and in providing a better service 
in the region. Another important goal was to reduce the gap 
between men and women by teaching women to negotiate and 
take over their awn space in terms of their own farming, and in 
terms of them forming their own organisations. 

The main goal o f p ~ d r o ' a ; O n - & ~  was: 

- "WE& it is impatant& pw&zz~dw~ [Me W ' t u  .5%,rdMmks whm WE m I m l s ~  GGP 

dw&n 0.d faeax1 :mp~m&,~rdmak ~iflsfM&~krrm.~ 

bp k t m n  rpectltrtr ud dki*oa-mpkm 

There was an overlap between specialists and decision-makers. Several specialists assumed 
the functional responsibility of decision-makers, taking immediate decisions and promoting 
the changes they were aiming for within their organisations. On several occasions, for 
example, specialists gave extensionists permission to attend training sessions held by the 
Program. On other occasions they provided follow-up to agreements wlth CATlE or with the 
regional groups, or cmrdinated joint events. 



- 
In general,expwthdech-makers said that one of the most relevant changes had been the 
implementation of regionally integrated projects, since previously, organisations had 
undertaken isolated projects. This and other changes had been made possible due to the 
work with the regional groups and with the National IPM Committee. 

The executive decision-makets said: 



F The main changes mentioned by poIiticoldecision-makerr were those changes which had con- 
tributed to the organisation they belonged to. The changes can basically be summarised 
as moving from bilateral alliances to multi-lateral alliances. The po~k~rcrldecision-maRo~s'goaI 
of making their organisation better known was therefore achieved insofar as their organi- 
sation became involved in the inter-institutional groups' activities. 



Factors rda)ing_@ t h e a d  for agricultural produce 6 The decision-makers felt that the influence of the marker on changes towards IPM depended 
on the type of crop and on i ts  market demand. Using IPM in coffee and in basic grains, for 

i 
example, turned out to be much easier than using IPM in vegetables. In coffee,the low price of 3-  

I 
coffee motivated many farmers to maintain their crop with little use of agrochemicals. In the 

I 

. case of basic grains, which were less susceptible to pests, IPM was not only easy to apply, but . - - 
.1 was also more cost-effective. However, in the case of vegetables, their short growing cycle and 

the variations in the market price limited the use of IPM,especially for those farmers who had 
sufficient resources to produce vegetables commercially. 

The decision-makers said that an important aspect of the market which motivated farmers to %&p - , 
implement IPM was getting several products certified organically, especially coffee. They also &<* ; 
said that one factor which caused a loss of motivation for many farmers who were in the c g * '  - 
process of obtaining organic certification, was the low price for products whilst the farms were -%&:: 
in transition. 

b 

1 k t u r s  relating to tha in t h m  W1. 
I .  . 

Some specialists said that one aspect which limited the implementation of IPM technologies 

that of IPM research projects. There was no national policy of support for IPM research or 

1f 
"was the huge economic power wielded by agrochemical distribution companies, compared to k -rTG extension to set against this. Compared with the economic autonomy of agricultural distribu- r g 

4 tion companies and their sales policies (publicity, subsidies, etc.), this was a clear politlcai disad- 
vantage in terms of promoting the widexale adoption of IPM. L 

A- 
- -Decision-makers from organisations which promoted organic farming said that policies of 

or alternative markets could be a more efficient means of promoting 
IPM than fighting against policies encouraaina pesticide sales and distribution at nario,nal - -. 

In terms of education, decision-makers felt that it was necessary to create educational policies 
which produced professionals who would focus on more sustainable agriculture. 



Factors relating to IPM inpub 

The specialists told US that there was not currently a large market providing the necessary 
inputs for certain IPM practices,such as net to cover seedbeds,the materials required to  
make a brew of sulphur and calcium, natural enemies for biological control etc ... 

Other specialists felt that there was too much emphasis on introduced natural enemies, 
which meant that the potential for encouraging native natural enemies and increasing 
their numbers was being ignored. 

: Factors relating to 
- - -  promoting IPM 

The decision-makers said that it was very important to have a clear deci- 
sion at organisation level not to encourage the use of prohibited pesti- 
cides. There was a consensus that IPM did not necessarily mean elim- 
inating all chemicals, but rather using chemicals in a rational manner. 

' 
Factors relating to ma&iumd'W- 

Some decision-makers suggested that the government should have 
a body which would govern policy on pesticide use,and that this 
body could be the National IPM Committee (CN-MIP). The CN-MIP 
was therefore seen as a committee which could support the government 
in the task of formulating policies, or as an organism which could control 
policies. 

One thing common to all the decision-makers was the view that the next 
stage of the Program ought to be to influence the creation of laws and 
decrees promoting IPM and agroforestry. 



....,, ,,es this study tell us? 
The results of this study show that the specialists and decision-makers wRo participated in 
the Progmm were not homogenous groups. After participating in the Program, specialists 
from dierent groups valued the strengthening of their organisations differently, depending 
on their respective areas of work, whether this was training (teachers), research (resmhers) or 
education ( teach) .  The decision-makers identified the achievements as far as their organi- 
sations were concerned according to the administrative role they had to fulfil:achievements 
related to the work that their organisation did (@Xe~ua'~ede#i~*~) or those related to their 
organisation's profi te in the inter-institutional groups @ditimldecision-makm). 

Both the specialists and the decision-maken felt that future work needed to focus more on 
how to overcome political and market-related obnacles limiting the adoption of IPM, and 
on creating laws promoting IPM and agroforestry. 

Why gather t h i s  sort of information, and how can 
we use it? - -  1 .  C I I - 

A I i -  1 3  f - - 
Once we understand the goals, knowledge and experience of the actors involved in a proj- 
ect - that is, their social diversity - we are in a better position to understand what factors 
encouraged or limited change. This therefore gives us a clearer picture of the Program's 
impacts than we would Rave had from quantitative studies alone,as well as providing infor- 
mation to guide future work. Amongst other things, therefore, social diversity studies allow 
us to: 

I I 1  . , 

Conduct baseline studies whkh try to understand the different levels of knowledge and 
experience, as well as the different expectations and degrees of power of the different 
actors. 

d Design programmes which aim to reach different social groups within one community. 

.I 
B) Conduct impact evaluations which provide information about the nature and potential 

duration of the impacts achieved. 
1- . 



The Wider Lessons Studies 
7 . .'I 

This leaflet forms part of the Wider Lessons Studies (WLS) which consist ofi 

a> A qualitative study on how and why the CATlE IPM/AF (NORAD) Regional Program has 
had an impact on the different levels of participants who were involved in the 
Program's work and 

An economic analysis of the costs and benefits of the Program. 

The main focus of the research into the process of change has been on explaining and 
understanding why the changes observed have taken place,and so the research has 
been qualitative, not quantitative, in nature. This depth of understanding 
has also fed important information into the assumptions made in con- 
nection with the calculations of economic eficiency, since econom- 
ic efficiency is only one of the indicators of the impact of IPM pro]- 
ects. The WLS were conducted by CAB1 Bioscience and the 
University of Hannover in collaboration with Program members. 

The foliowing publications are available in connection with the WLT: 

I 

I Different families: different IPM 
O Not all extensionists are the same 

I g Decision-makers: a factor in the change to IPM 
I * Economic cost-effectiveness: an important criteri,on in IPM 

' The following longer documents ape a h  avaibble In e!ecti.onicfm $ e m d :  
I 

Social diversity and differentiated impacts on stakeholders of CATlE IPM/AF 
(NORAD) Program 

) An economic cost benefit analysis of CATlE IPM/AF (NORAD) Program. 

in English, as a Pesticide Policy Project publication, from the 
University of Man-. (contact: waibel@ifgb.uni-hannoverxle) 
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The Regional CATf E lPMlAF (NORAD) 
Program 
R.le Reghal CATIE IPMIAF (NORAD) Ragram is an initiative whit# began in 

I 1989 to mengthen natkmal Integrated Pest Management OPM) &pacity in , 
; Nicaragua the Program consisted of three phases. In rhe third phase, which 

began in 1999, the Pmgram worked in IPM and agraforesrry with araund 7.000 
: farm families, KX) c~nsianists,60 specialists and 70 d~frlon-makers from about 
I 70 Nicaraguan organisattons. 

The Program's metlvxiology consisted d simultaneous linked cycles of work- 
shops for groups of specialists, extensionists and farmers, who participated in 

, training based on crop growth stages, aimed at improving their decislon-mak- 
' ing capacity in pest, crop and tree management. -dw u-+ 

W m f  -,T, , ' In order to carry out and coordinate the training activ~t~er a a national level, 
1 
, the Program encouraged the formation of regional groups organised by theme 

or by crop, which were made up of members of organisations working in each 
regionland of groups of national-level specialists. These groups formed the 
centrai pilbr of the Program's work, and were in their tur 

: committee known as ~e National IPM Committee (CN-MIPI. 


